Powering Independent Learning
English
World Book Day Challenge

Choose a character from a favourite book, draw them
and write a character description of them.

Maths
Use TTRS for 10 minutes every day for a week. Try to
practice the tables you are less confident with using Jamming and then try some studio games to see if you can
improve your status.

Topic
History
Create a quiz about the topic of Ancient Egypt.
Write it in your best handwriting so that we can give
it a try in class.

Remember each game earns a point towards the class
tournament and your House point total.
You will earn 10 coins for each Garage game, 5 for a
soundcheck and 1 point per game for all the others.

Find a poem that you really like. Write and present it in
your neatest handwriting and decorate it beautifully.
For an extra challenge can you learn it so you can perform it to the rest of the class.

Log in to Deepening Understanding using your login.
Complete one of the task set in your files, there will be
different tasks set each week

Science
Draw a shadow picture. Use a torch or the sunlight
to cast the shadow and then draw around it. Colour
and label it.
You could extend this activity by creating a shadow
puppet. Use your shadow puppet to tell a story

Once we have finished Charlie Changes into a Chicken.
Write a book review to encourage someone in another
class to enjoy the story.

Complete your own survey. Represent the information
you find as a pictogram or bar chart.

Art

Design a sweet that is completely new. Create a picture
of the sweet and then write instructions so that some
one could make it. Remember to include exciting and
magical ingredients

Write 5 word problems which involve questions about
money. Make sure you include some about giving
change. You could even do a spot the mistake question.

Geography

Create your own picture using printing. Use paint an
a variety of items that you have found at home to
create a picture.

After our VR day you will know lots more about the
continents of South and North America. Choose one
of the countries in either North or South America
and research and create a travel brochure encouraging someone to visit.

